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Social Exchange:
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of a Neurocognitive System
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Deszlp.nedfor social exchange?
By exchanging benefits-goods, services, acts of help and
kindness-people can make themselves better off than they
were before. This very basic fact of human social life is easy
to take for granted. But when placed in zoological perspective, social exchange stands out as a strange phenomenon
whose existence requires explanation.

faced in the past, it reliably develops in all normal human
gs, it develops without any conscious effort and in the absence
explicit instruction, it is applied without any conscious awareof its underlying logic, and it is functionally and neurally disfrom more general abilities to process information or behave
igently

erything should bc madc as simple as possible, but no simpler.
-Albert Einstein
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ZOOLOGICAL
DISTRIBUTION
Despite widespread investigation, social exchange (reciprocity, reciprocal altruism) has
been reported in only a tiny handful of species, such as chimpanzees, baboons, lions, and vampire bats (see Dugatkin,
1997, and Hauser, in press, for contrasting views on the
animal findings). Most species do not engage in this very
useful form of mutual help.
In contrast, social exchange is a characteristic of our
species as language or tool use. Not only is social exchange
found in every documented culture, but it is a feature of virtually every human life within each culture, taking on a multiplicity of forms, such as returning favors, sharing food,
reciprocal $t giving, market exchange, and extending acts
of help with the (implicit) expectation that they will be reciprocated (Cashdan, 1989; Fiske, 1991; Gurven, 2002).
Paleoanthropological evidence suggests that certain forms of
social exchange were present in horninids at least two million
years ago (Isaac, 1978), and its presence in other primates
suggests it may be even more ancient than that.
The fact that social exchange is an ancient and pervasive
feature of human social life, yet rare in other species, is informative. It means that the neurocognitive macfiinery necessary for social exchange exists in humans, but not in most
animals. But what, exactly, is the nature of the neurocognitive machinery that enables exchange, and how specialized
is it for this function?
Is social exchange a by-product of neural circuitry that
causes one to reason logically? To think intelligently? To
reason about all conditional rules? To reason about deontic

rules-moral rules involving obligation and entitlement? O r
does the ability to engage in social exchange require evolved
mechanisms that were tailored by natural selection specifically for social exchange?
The research discussed in this chapter explores a simple
hypothesis: that the evolved, species-typical design of the
human mind includes computational adaptations specialized
for reasoning about social exchange.
EVOLUTIONARY
FUNCTION
and DESIGNEVIDENCESocial
exchange clearly produces beneficial effects for those who
successfully engage in it. I offer to provide a benefit to you,
contingent on your satisfying a requirement that I specify. I
impose that requirement in the hope that your satisfjmg it
will create a situation that benefits me in some way. These
conditional agreements-social contractsare offered and
accepted in the expectation that they will be rewarding for
each party.
This means that the neurocognitive system that enabIes
social exchange is beneficial. But this is not sufficient for
showing that it was designed by natural selection to produce
social exchange. Social exchange may simply be a side effect
of a system that was designed for some entirely different
function. How can one tell?
To demonstrate that the neurocognitive system that
enables social exchange is an adaptation for that function,
dcsign evidence is needed. Computational systems, whether
in brains or in computers, are composed of design features:
properties that exist because they solve computational problems well. Natural selection is a causal feedback process that
retains and discards properties from a species' design on the
basis of how well they solve adaptive problems (evolutionarily 'recurrent problems whose solution promotes reproduction). To show that a system is an adaptation that evolved
for a particular function, one must demonstrate that its
properties solve a welI-specified adaptive problem in a wellenginecred way (Williams, 1966; Dawkins, 1986; Tooby and
Cosmides, 1992).
The expectation of a fit between problcm and solution can
also be used to discover facts previously unknown. From a
good specification of a computational problem one can
prcdict and then look for representations and procedures that
solve that problem well. In the reseach described here, we
applied that approach to social exchange by (1) examining
the selection pressures that arise in social exchange, (2) dcveloping a task analysis of the computational problems that
must be solved by a brain that was sculpted by these selection pressures, (3) using neuropsychological and cognitive
methods to test for the presence of computational units that
appear well designed for solving these problems, and (4)
empirically testing to see whether performance is better
explained as the by-product of mechanisms designed to solve
some different, larger, or more general class of problems.

Selection pressures and des&&tures
Selection pressures favoring social exchange exist whenever
one organism (the provisioner) can change the behavior of
a target organism to the provisioner's advantage by maki~ig
the target's receipt of a provisioned benefit conditioml on the
'
target acting in a required manner. This mutual p
ing of benefits, each conditional on the other's comp
is what is meant by social exchange or reciproc
(Cosmides, 1985; Cosmides and Tooby, 1989; Tooby
Cosmides, 1996). In social exchange, individuals
either explicitly or implicitly, to abide by a par
social contract. For ease of explication, let us define a
contract as a conditional rule that fits the following tern
"If you accept a benefit from X, then you must sa
X s requirement" (where X is an individual or
individuals).
An evolutionarily stable strategy, or ESS, is a str
decision rule) that can arise- and persist in a po
because it produces fitness outcomes greater than o
to alternative strategies (Maynard Smith, 1982).
the decision rules are that guide social exchange in
it is likely that they embody an ESS (because they
exist unless they had outcompeted alternatives). B
game theory and conducting computer simulations
evolutionary process, one can determine which strate
engaging in social exchange are ESSs.
In such simulations, social exchange is usually mo
a repeated Prisoners' Dilemma (Trivers, 1971;Axel
Hamilton, 1981; Boyd, 1988; but see Tooby and Co
1996). The results show that the behavior of coo
must be generated by programs that perform certain s
tasks very well if they are to be evolutionarily
(Cosmides, 1985; Cosmides and Tooby, 1989). Here,
focus on one of these requirements-cheater detec
cheater is an individual who fails to reciprocate: who
the benefit specified by a social contract without s
the requirement that provision of that benefit was ma
tingent upon.
The ability to reliably and systematically detect che
is a necessary condition for cooperation in the rep
Prisoners' Dilemma to be an ESS (e.g., Williams,
Trivers, 1971;Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981;Axelrod,
Boyd, 1988).To see this, consider the fate of a program
because it cannot detect cheaters, bestows benefits on o
unconditionally. These unconditiond helpers will incre
the fitness of any nonreciprocating design they meet in the
population. But when a nonreciprocating design is helped,
the unconditional helper never recoups the expense of
helping: the helper design incurs a net fitness cost whiie conferring a net fitness advantage on a design that does not
help. As a result, a population of unconditional helpers is
easily invaded and eventually outcompeted by designs that

cept the benefits helpers bestow without reciprocating
esigns that cause condiEuma1
ose who reciprocate the favor, but not
rocate-can invade a popdation of
nreciprocators and outcompete them. Moreover, a popuresist invasion by designs that do
t nonreciprocate (cheater designs). Therefore, conditional
e ability to detect cheaters, is an
Bascd on ESS analyses and the behavioral ecology of
efine some of the computational
narily stable program for engagin social exchange (Cosrnides, 1985; Cosmides and
ysis of the required computacia1 contract theory. Social contheory provides a standard of good design for this
ed programs for engaging in
de features that execute the
s specified in social contract
Among the design features predicted by social contract

:

D 1. Social exchange is cooperation for mutual bmeJit. If
) there is nothing in a conditional rule that can be interpreted
a rationed benefit, then interperative procedures should
ot classify that rule as a social contract.
D2. Cheating is a specific way of violating a social conact: it is taking the bcnefit when you are not entitled to do
o. Consequently, the cognitive architecture must define the
cept of cheatirg using contentful representational primis, referring to illicitly taken bmtjits. This implies that a
ystem designed for cheater detection will not know what
o look for if the rule specifies no benefit to the potential

D3. The definition of cheating is-alsoperspective depenent, because the item or action that one party views as a
enefit is viewed as a requirement by the other party. The
system needs to be able to compute a cost-benefit representation from the perspective of each participant, and define
cheating with respect to that perspective-relative
representation.
D4. To be an ESS, a design for conditional helping must
not be outcompeted by alternative designs. Accidents and
innocent mistakes that result in an individual being- cheated
are not markers of a design difference. A cheater detection
system should look for cheaters: designs that cheat by intention rather than by accident. (Mistakes that result in one
being cheated are relevant only insofar as they may not be
true mistakes.)
D5. However unfamiliar the situation may be, rules that
fit the template of a social contract should elicit cheater
detection.

D6. Inferences made about social contracts should not
follow the rules of a content-free formal logic. They should
follow a content-specific adaptive logic, evolutionarily tailored for the domain of social exchange (described in
Cosmides and Tooby, 1989).
Not only does cheating involve the violation of a conditional
rule, but it involves a particular kind of violation of a particular kind of conditional rule. The rule must fit the template
for a social contract; the violation must be one in which an
individual intentionally took what that individual considered
to be a benefit, and did so without satisfying the requirement.
Formal logics (e.g., the propositional calculus) are contentfree; the definition of violation in standard logics applies to
all conditional rules, whether they are social contracts,
threats, or descriptions of how the world works. But, as we
will see later, the definition of cheating implied by design
features D 1-D4 does not map onto this content-free definition of violation. What counts as cheating in social exchange
is so content dependent that a detection mechanism
equipped only with a domain-general definition of violation
would not be able to solve the problem of cheater detection.
This suggests that there should be a program specialized for
cheater detection. To operate, this would have to [unction as
a subcomponent of a system that, because of its domainspecialized structure, is well designed for detecting social
conditionals involving exchange, interpreting their meaning,
and successfully solving the inferential problems they pose:
social contract algorithms.

Conditional reasoning and social exchange
Reciprocation is, by definition, social behavior that is conditional: you agree to deliver a benefit conditionally (conditional on the other person doing what you required in
return). Understanding it therefore requires conditional
reasoning.
Because engaging in social exchange requires conditional
reasoning, investigations of conditional reasoning can be
used to test for the presence of social contract algorithms.
The hypothesis that the brain contains social contract algorithms predicts a dissociation in reasoning performance by
content: a sharply enhanced ability to reason adaptively
about conditional rules when those rules specify a social
exchange. The null hypothesis is that there is nothing
specialized in the brain for social exchange. This null
hypothesis follows from the traditional assumption that reasoning is caused by content-independent processes. It predicts no enhanced conditional reasoning performance
specifically triggered by social exchanges as compared to
other contents.
A standard tool for investigating conditional reasoning is
the Wason selection task, which asks one to look for potential violations of a conditional rule of the form I f P then

Ebbinghaus disease was recently identified and is not yet well understood. So an internationalcommittee
of physicians who have experience with this disease were assembled. Their goal was to characterize the
symptoms, and develop surefire ways of diagnosing it.
Patients afflicted with Ebbinghaus disease have many different symptoms: nose Meeds, headaches,
ringing in the ears, and others. Diagnosingit is d i u l t because a patient may have the disease, yet not
manifest all of the symptoms. Dr. Buchner, an expert on the disease, said that the following rule holds:

"If a person has Ebbinghaus disease, then that person will be forgetful."

P

If

then

Q

Dr. Buchner may be wrong, however. You are interested in seeing whether there are any patients whose
symptoms violate this rule.
The cards below represent four patients in your hospital. Each card represents one patient. One side of
the card tells whether or not the patient has Ebbinghaus disease, and the other side tells whether or not
that patient is forgetful.
Which of the following card(s) would you definitely need to turn over to see if any of these cases violate
Dr. Buchner's rule: "If a person has Ebbinghaus disease, then that person will be forgetful." Don't turn
over any more cards than are absolutely necessary.

Fii

p
i
P

not-P

Q

l

not-Q

FIGURE
93.1 The PI7asonselection task (descriptive rule, famliar
content). In a Wason task, there is always a rule of the form If P
thm Q, and four cards showing the values P,not-P, Q, and not-&
(respectivcly)on the side that the subject can see. From a logical
point of view, only the combination of P and not-Qcan violate this
rule, so the correct answer is to check the P card (to see if it has a
not-Qon the back), the not-Qcard (to see if it has a P on the back),

and no others. Few subjects answer correctly, however,
conditional rule i s descriptive (indicative),even when its
familiar. For example, only 26% of subjects answered
problem correctly (by choosing "has Ebbiighaus disease
not forged#). Most choose either P alone, or P @ Q (The it
Ps and @ are not in problems given to subjects.)

(Wason, 1966, 1983; Wason and Johnson-Laird, 1972).
Using this task, an extensive series of experiments has been
conducted that address the following questions:

performance on descriptive (indicative) rules like this is
only 5%-30% of people give the logically correct
wen when the rule involves familiar terms drawn
everyday life (Wason, 1966, 1983; Manktelow and E
1979; Cosmides, 1989; Sugiyama, Tooby, and Cos
2002).

1. Do our minds include cognitive machinery that is specialized for reasoning about social exchange? (alongside
some other domain-specific mechanisms, each specialized
for reasoning about a different adaptive domain involving
conditional behavior?) Or,
2. Is the cognitive machinery that causes good conditional
reasoning general-does
it operate well regardless of
content?
If the human brain had cognitive machinery that causes
good conditional reasoning regardless of content, then
people should be good at tasks requiring conditional reasoning. For example, they should be good at detecting violations of conditional rules. Yet studies with the Wason
selection task show that they are not. The Wason task in
figure 93.1 is illustrative. The correct answer (choose P,
choose not-Q)would be intuitively obvious if our minds were
equipped with reasoning procedures specialized for detecting logual violations of conditional rules. But this is not
obvious. Studies in many nations have shown that reasoning

A DISSOCIATION
BY C O ~ ~ E NPeople
T
are poor at detecting
violations of conditional rules when their content is descriptive. Does this result generalize to conditional rules that
express social contracts? No. People who ordinarily cannot
detect violations of if-then rules can do so easily and accurately when that violation represents cheating in a situation
of social exchange. This pattern-good violation detection
for social contracts but not for descriptive rules-is a
dissociation in reasoning elicited by differences in the conditional rule's content. It provides (initial) evidence that the
mind has reasoning procedures specialized for detecting
cheaters.
More specifically, when asked to look for violations of a
conditional rule that fits the social contract templateUIf
you take benefit B, then you must satisfy requirement R
(e.g., "If you borrow my car, then you have to fill up the tank

A.
Teenagers who don't have their own cars usually end up borrowingtheir parents' cars. In return for the
privilege of borrowingthe car, the Carter's have given their kids the rule,
"Jf you borrow my car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas;"

Of course, teenagers are sometimes irresponsible. You are interested in seeing whether any of the Carter
teenagers broke this rule.
The cards below represent four of the Carter teenagers. Each card represents one teenager. One side of
the card tells whether or not a teenager has borrowed the parents' car on a particular day, and the other
side tells whether or not that teenager filled up the tank with gas on that day.
Which of the following card(s) would you definitely need to turn over to see if any of these teenagers are
breaking thelr parents' rule: "If you borrow my car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas." Don't turn
over any more cards than are absolutely necessary.

I [

F
iF
lF]

6.

The mind translates social contracts into representations of benefits and requirements, and it inserts
concepts such as "entitled to" and "obligatedto', whether they are specified or not.
How the mind "sees" the social contract above is shown in bold italics.
"Ifyou borrow my car,then you have to fill up the tank with gas."

If you take the benefit, then you are obligated to satisfy the requirement

= accepted fhe
accept the
benefit

= saffsfied the
requirement

satisfy the
uirement

How the mind represents the social contract shown in A. According to inferential rules specialized for social exchange (but not
according to formal logic), "If you take the benefit, then you are

ntracts elicit the same high performance. (B)
e check the individual who accepted the
efit (borrowed the car; P) and the individual who did nor
sft.the requirement (did not fill the tank, not-Q), that is,
cases that represent potential cheaters (figure 93.2A). The
answer is immediately obvious to most
, who commonly experience a popout effect. No
training is needed. Whenever the content of a
blem asks one to look for cheaters in a social exchange,
the problem as simple to solve, and
ir performance jumps dramatically In general,
ts get it right, the highest performance
is kind (for reviews, see Cosmides, 1985,
; Cosmides and Tooby, 1992, 1997; Gigerenzer and
Griggs, 1993; Fiddick, Cosmides, and

obligated to satisfv the requirement" implies "If you satisfy the
requirement, then you are entitled to take the benefit." Consequcntly, the rule in A implies: "If you fill the tank with gas, then
you may borrow the car" (seefigure 93.4, switched social contracts).
Given the content-free syntax of formal logic, jnvestigating the person who borrowed the car (P)and the person who
did not fill the gas tank (not-Q) is logically equivalent to investigating the person in figure 93.1 with Ebbinghaus disease
(P)and the person who is not forgetful (not-Q). But everywhere it has been tested (adults in the United States, United
Kingdom, Germany, Italy, France, Hong Kong, Japan;
schoolchildren in Quito, Ecuador; Shiwiar hunter-horticulturdists in the Ecuadorian Amazon), people do not treat
social exchange problems as equivalent to other kinds of reasoning problems (Cheng and Holyoak, 1985; Cosmides,
1989; Platt and Griggs, 1993; Hasegawa and Hiraishi, 2000;
Sugiyarna, Tooby, and Cosmides, 2002; supports D5, D6).
Their minds distinguish social exchange contents, and
reason as if they were translating these situations into

representational primitives such as benefit, cost, obl;Pation, entitlement, intentional, and agent (figure 93.2B; Cosmides and
Tooby, 1992; Fiddick, Cosmides, and Tooby, 2000). Reasoning problems and their elements could be sorted into
indefinitely many categories based on their content or structure (including the propositional calculus's two content-free
categories, antecedent and consequent). Yet even in remarkably different cultures, the same mental categorization
occurs. This cross-culturally recurrent dissociation by
content was predicted by social contract theory's adaptationist analysis.
In the next section we review experiments conducted to
test for design features that should be present in a system
specialized for social exchange. Each experiment testing for
a desi<gn feature was also constructed to pit the adaptive
speckalization hypothesis against at least one alternative
by-product hypothesis, so design feature and by-product
implications will be discussed in tandem. As we will show,
reasoning performance on social contracts is not explained
by familiarity effects, by a content-free formal logic, by a
permission schema, or by a general deontic logic (table 93.1).

Do unfamiliar social cont~mtselicit chater detechn
(D5)?
One needs to understand each new opportunity to exchange
as it arises, so it was predicted that social exchange reasoning should operate even for unfamiliar social contract rules
(D5).(This distinguishes social contract theory strongly from
theories that explain reasoning performance as the pfoduct
of general learning strategies plus experience: The most
natural prediction for such skill acquisition theories is that
performance should be a function of familiarity.) SurprisingIy, social contract theory is supported: cheater detection

occurs even when the social contract is wildly unfa
(figure 93.3A). For example, the rule "If a man eats c
root, then he must have a tattoo on his face" can be
to fit the social contract template by explaining tha
people involved consider eating cassava root to be a b
(the rule then implies that having a tattoo is the require
one must satisft to be eligible for that benefit). When
done, this outlandish, culturally alien rule elicits the s
high level of cheater detection as highly familiar s
exchange rules (Cosrnides, 1985, 1989; Gigerenzer and
1992; Platt and Griggs, 1993).

ELIMINATING
FAMILMUTY(BI) The dissociatio
content-good performance for social contract rules b
for descriptive ones-has nothing to do with the farn
of the rules tested. Surprisingly, famil'1arity is neither
sary nor sufficient for eliciting high performance (B 1 of
93.1).
First, familiarity does not produce high levels of
mance for descriptive rules (Manktelow and Evans,
Cosmides, 1989). For example, the Ebbinghaus probl
figure 93.1 involves a familiar causal relationship, a
causing a symptom, embedded in a real-world contex
only 26% of 11 1 college students that we tested pro
the logically correct answer, P Gf not-Q, for this probl
familiarity fails to elicit high performance on desc
rules, then it also fails as an explanatioA for high
mance on social contracts.
Second, the fact that unfamiliar social contracts elici
performance shows that familiarity is not necessary for
iting violation detection. Third, and most surprising,pe
are just as good at detecting cheaters on culturally unfa
iar or imaginary social contracts as they are at detec
cheaters on completely familiar social contracts (Cosmid
1985). This provides a challenge for any counterhypo
resting on a general-learning skill acquisition accou
of which rely on familiarity and repetition).

Alternative (by-product) hyjothses eliminated

B1 That familiarity can explain the social contract effect
B2 That social contract content merely activates the rules of
inference of the propositional calculus (logic)
0 3 That any problem involving payoffs will elicit the detection
of logical violations
04 That permission schema theory can explain the social
contract effect
B5 That social contract content merely promotes "clear
thinking"
That
a content-independent deontic logic can explain social
B6
contract reasoning
87 That a single mechanism operates on all deontic rules
involving subjective utilities
B8 That relevance theory can explain social contract effects(see
also Fiddick et al., 2000)
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PERSPECTrVES AND NEW DIRECTIONS

Aduptine lo&,

notformal lo@

(03, D6)

Social contract problems can be constructed so as to elicit a
logically correct answer ( P G3 not-Q; see figure 9324). This
has led some to conclude that social exchange content simply
activates a dormant content-free logical faculty. But this is
not the case.
Good cheater detection is not the same as good detection
of logical violations (and vice versa). Hence, problems can be
created in which the search for cheaters will result in a logically incorrect response (and the search for logical violations
will fail to detect cheaters; figure 93.4). When given such
problems, people look for cheaters, thereby giving a logically
incorrect answer (Q& not-P). Experiments with perspective
change and switched social contracts provide examples.

b Switched form

a Standard form

80 3

80

Exp 1

Exp 3

Exp 4

Social Contract

Exp 1 8 3: Social contract = social rule
Exp 2 & 4: Social contract = personal exchange
Detecting violations of unfamiliar conditional rules:
ICURE 93.3
social contracts versus descriptive rules. In these experiments, the
same unfamiliar rule was embedded either in a story that caused it
to be interpreted as a social contract or in a story that caused it to
be interpreted as a rule describing some state of the world. For
social contracts, the correct answer is always to pick the baejit
accepted card and the requirnnent not sdsjied card. (A) Ebr standard
social contracts, these correspond to the logicd categories P and

not-pt P & not-Q also happens to be the logically correct answer.
More than 70% of subjects chose these cards for the social contracts, but fewer than 25% chose them for the matching descriptive rules. (B) For switched social contracts, the bm&t accepted and
requirement not salirJied cards correspond to the logical categories Q
and not-P. This is not a logically correct response. Nevertheless,
about 70% of subjects chose it for the social contracts; virtually no
one chose it for the matching descriptive rule (see figure 93.4).

PERSPECTIVE
CHANGE As predicted (D3), the mind's automatically deployed definition of cheating is tied to the perspective one is taking (Gigerenzer and Hug, 1992). For
example, consider the following social contract:

The mind recognizes (I) and (2) as expressing the same social
contract (figures 93.23, 93.4). For (2), as for (I), finding
employees who cheat involves checking the employee
who took the benefit (the pension) without meeting the
requirement (worked < 10 years). But now these fall into the
logical categories not-P and
When given social contracts
with the benefit in the consequent clause (a "switched"
format), subjects overwhelmingly choose Q & not-P--an
answer that is adaptively correct but logically incorrect
(Cosmides, 1989; Gigerenzer and Hug, 1992; supports D2,
D6) (fig. 93.38).

(1) If an employee ti to get a p d n , then that employe must have
workedfor thejrrnfor over I 0years.
This rule elicits different answers depending on whether subjects are cued into the role of employer or employee. Those
in the employer role look for cheating by employees, investigating cases of P and not-Q (employees with pensions;
employees who have worked for fewer than 10 years). Those
in the employee role look for cheating by employers,
investigating cases of not-P and Q (employees with no
pension; employees who have worked more than 10 years).
Not-P &' Qis correct if the goal is to find out whether the
employer is a cheater. But it is not logical& correct. Contentfree logical rules would always look for the co-occurrence of
Pand not-Q; perspective, a content-rich concept, is irrelevant
to logic.

SWITCHED SOCIALCONTRACTSAssume you are the
employer looking for cheating by employees. You are looking
for violations of this social contract:
(2) If an employee has workedfor the3rmfor over IOyars, hx
that employee gets a pension.

ELIMINATING
LOGIC (B2, B3) In these experiments, people
did not follow the inferential rules of a content-frce logic; by
doing so they would have failed to detect cheaters (see figure
93.4). They applied inferential rules specific to social
exchange, and therefore detected cheaters. The results show
that performance on social contract problems is not caused
by the activation of a dormant logic faculty (also see Fiddick
et al., 2000).
In fact, social contract reasoning can be maintained in the
face of impairments in general logical reasoning. Individuals with schizophrenia manifest deficits on virtually any test
of general intellectual functioning they are given (McKenna,
Clare, and Baddeley, 1995), yet their ability to detect
cheaters can remain intact. Maljkovic (1987) tested the rea-

Consider the following rule:

Standard format:
Ifyou take the benefit, then satisfy my requirement (e.g., "If I give you $50, then give me your watch.")
If
P
then
Q
Switched format:

*,

Zfyou satisfy my requirement, then take the benejit (e.g., "If you give me your watch, then I'll give you $50.")
If
P
then
Q
The cards below have information about four people. Each card represents one person. One side of a card tells
whether the person accepted the benefit, and the other side of the card tells whether that person satisfied the
requirement. Indicate only those card(s) you definitely need to turn over to see if any of these people have
violated the rule.

p,

F,

,--Gzq

Standard:
Switched:

P

Q

not-P
noz-Q

FIGURE
93.4 Generic structure of a Wason task when the conditional rule is a social contract. A social contract can be translated
into either social contract terms (benefits and requirements) or
logical terms (A and @). Checkmarks indicate the correct card
choices if one is looking for cheaters; these cards should be chosen
by a cheater detection subroutine, whether the exchange was
expressed in a standard or switched format. This results in a logically incorrect answer (QBnot-P)when the rule is expressed in the
soning of patients exhibiting positive symptoms of schizophrenia and compared their performance with that of hospitalized control patients. Compared to the control patients,
the schizophrenic patients were impaired on more general
(non-Wason) tests of Iogical reasoning, in a way typical of
individuals with frontal lobe dysfunction. But their ability to
detect cheaters on Wason tasks was unimpaired: it was indistinguishable from that of the controls, and showed the
typical dissociation by content. This selective preservation of
social exchange reasoning is consistent with the notion that
reasoning about social exchange is handled by a dedicated
system that can operate even when the systems responsible
for more general reasoning are damaged.

Benefits are necessaryfor cheater detection (Dl, 0 2 )
The function of a social exchange for each participant is to
gain access to a benefit that would otherwise be unavailable
to them. Therefore, an important cue that a conditional rule
is a social contract is the presence in it of a desired benefit
under the control of an agent.
In social exchange, this agent pernits you to take a benefit
from him or her, conditonal upon your having met the
agent's requirement. There are, however, many situations
other than social exchange in which an action is permitted
conditionally. A permission rule is any deontic conditional that
fits the template "If one is to take action A, then one must

Q
P

nor-Q
not-P

switched format and a logically correct answer (P 63 not-Q) w
the rule is expressed in the standard format. By testing switc
social contracts, one can see that the reasoning procedures
vated cause one to detect cheaters, not logical violations (see fi
93.34. A logically correct response to a switched social con
where P = requirement sakrJied and not-Q= beneJit not accepted, wo
fail to detect cheaters.

TABLE
93.2

TkJw produciwn mles of the permission schaa*
Rule 1: If the action is to be taken, then the precondition must
be satisfied.
Rule 2: If the action is not to be taken, then the precondition
need not be satisfied.
Rule 3: If the precondition is satisfied,then the action may be
taken.
Rule 4: If the precondition is not satisfied, then the action
must not be taken.
Social contracts and precautions fit the template of
Rule 1:
If the benefit is to be taken, then the requirement must be
satisfied.
If the hazardous action is to be taken, then the precaution must
be taken.
* Permission schema of Cheng and Holyoak (1985).

satisify precondition R"' (table 93.2; Cheng and Holyoak,
1985, 1989). AU social contracts are permission rules, but
there are many permission rules that are not social contracts
(see table 93.2, figure 93.5). Permtssion s c h a t h e q proposes
that the reasoning system that causes cheater detection is not
specialized for that purpose. According to this theory good
violation detection is elicited by the entire class of permission rules-a far more inclusive and general set (Cheng and
Holyoak, 1985, 1989).

/

Permission rules

\

Manktelow and Over (1991), Platt and Griggs (19933, and
Barren (1999).
This dissociation within the domain or permission rules
supports the psychological reality of social contract categories; it shows that the representations necessary to trigger
differential rea5oning are more content-specific than those
of the permission schema.

Sock1 contract i o l a t i m mast be intentional
FIG- 93.5 The class of permission rules is l a r p than, and
inchrdcs, social contrxcts and precautionary rules. Many of the
permission rules we encounter in everyday life are neither social
canrracrs nor
(ctiquctrc, rustoms,

-

.

smiev
(white area). ~~l~
iraditions), bureaucratic rules, corporate

rules-many of these are condlnonal rules that do not regulate
access to a benefit or involvc a danger. Permission schema theory
(see tablc 93.2) predicts hish performance Tor all pernGssion rules;
however, permission mlcs that fall into the white arca do not elicit
high lev& of performancethat
contra& and
rules do. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~and~copidve
~ ~tes(s yshowc dlath perfor.
~ ~
mance on social canuarrc dissociates from other ~ermissionrules
(white arca), from prccauhonary rulcs, and from the =nerd dasr
of deondcrules involving subjective utilities. These dissociations
would be im~ossil~le
if reasonine
" about social contracts and Drecautions were caused 11y a gmgle schema that IF general to the
doma~nof prrmaqron N ~ S
Just how prccise and functionally specialized is the reasonins system that causes cheater detection? Permission
schema theory predicts uniformly high performance for all
permission rules, whether they arc social contracts or not. In
contrast, social contract theory prediccs dissociations within
the class o r
rules: being a permission rule will not
be suficient, and large subsets of permission rules will fail
to elicit the effect. For example, according to social contract
theory, removing benefits (Dl, D2) and/or intentionality
(D4) from a social contract will result in a permission rule
that does not elicit violation detection.
The benefit prediction war tested by Cosmides and
Tool7y (1992), who constructed W a o n tasks involving a
ficritious culture in which the elders made laws
governing the condition8 under which adolescents were
permitted to take certain actions. For all tasks, the law fit
the template for a permksion rule. What varied was
whether thc action to be taken way a benefit or an unpleasant chore.
A cheater detection subroutine lookr for benefits illicitly
lalcen; without a benefit, it doesn't know what k i d of violation to look for (Dl, D2). When the permitted action was
a benelit, 80% of subjects answered correctly; when it was
a chore, only 44% did so. This dramatic decrease in violation detection was predicted in advance by social contract
theory; in contrast, it violates the cennal prediction of permission schema theory that being a permission rule is SUEcient to fxilitate violation detection. For similar result^, see

(D4)

~
~
~ the
l cunction
~
~ ofi a cheater
~
~ detection
~
~
f
i
tine is to correctly connect an attributed disposiiion (to cheat)
with a person (a cheater), not simply to recognizc instances
wherein an individual did not get what she was entitled to.
This 1s because the fitness benefit of chcater detection is
cost[y future cooperative
[he .hilit,, to avoid
on those who will not rccipmcatc. ~ o l a r i o n sof
social conbacts are
Only insofar
the?
individuals
~ g i disposed
~ ~ to cheat-individuals wl?o cheat by
desim.> not bv accident. Noncom~liancecaused bv factors
other than disposition, such as accidental violations and
other innocent mistakes, do not reveal the disposition ur
design of the exchange partner; they may rpsult in someone
being cheated, but without indicating h c presence of a
cheater. Therefore, social contract thcory predicts another
additional level of co,pitive specialization beyond detecting
compliance or noncompliance with a social contract. The
subroutine should look for intenlional violations (D4).
Given the same social contract rule, one can manipulate
contextual factors to change the nature of the violation from
inrenrional cheating to an innoccnt mistake. Onc experiment, Tor example, compared a condition in which the
potential rule violator was well-meaning but inattenlive to
one in which she had an incentive to intentionally cheat.
Varying intentionality caused a radical change in perfore
cheating coodimance, from 68a/0 correct in d ~ intentional
lion to 27% correct in the innocent mislake condition
(Cosmides, Barreti, and Toob, 200004; supports D4; disconfirms BI-B8). Fiddick (1998, 2004) found the same effect
(as did Gigerenze~and Hug: \992, using a difierent context
manipulation).
Barrett (1999) conducted a series o i parametric studies to
find out whether the drop in performance in the innocent
mistake condition was caused by the violator's lack of intentionality or by her inability to benefit from her mistake (see
D2). H e found Lhat both factors contributed, independently
and additivelx to the drop.
0

ELIMINATING
~ . R M I S S I ~ SCHEMA
N
THEORY
(B4) Cheng and
Holyoak (1985, 1989) speculate that repeated encounters
with permission rules cause domain-general learning
mechanisms to induce a permission schma, consisting of four
production rules (see table 93.2). This schema generates

~

inferences about any conditional rule that fits the permission
rule template, resulting in good violation detection for permission rules. However, permission schema theory cannot
explain the above results.
According to permission schema theory, (1) all permission
rules should elicit high levels of violation detection, whether
the action term is a benefit or a chore; and (2) all permission rules should elicit high levels of violation detection,
whether the violation was committed intentionally or accidentally. Both predictions fail. Permission rules fail to elicit
high levels of violation detection when the action term is
neutral or unpleasant (yet not hazardous; see later discussion). Moreover, people are poor at detecting accidental
violations of social contract rules (which are a species of
permission rule; see figure 93.5). Taken together, these
results cast doubt on the hypothesis that the mind contains
or develops a permission schema of the kind postulated
by Cheng and Holyoak (1985, 1989).
The same results also falsify B6, that cheater detection on
social contracts is caused by a content-free deontic logic (for
discussion, see Manktelow and Over, 1987), as well as a proposal by Fodor (2000). All the rules tested above were deontic
rules, but not all elicited violation detection. B5-that social
contract rules elicit good performance because we understand thcir implications (e.g., Almor and Sloman, 1996)--is
eliminated by the intention versus accident dissociation
(the same social contract failed to elicit violation detection
in the accident condition).
In short, it is not enough to admit that moral reasoning
or social reasoning is special, the specificity implicated is far
narrower in scope.

A neuropsychologzcal dissociation between social contracts
and precautions
The notion of multiple adaptive specializations is commonplace in physiology: the body is composed of many organs,
each designed for a different function. Nevertheless, many
cognitive neuroscientists are skeptical of multiple evolved
specializations when these involve high-level cognitive operations such as reasoning. From an evolutionary perspective,
however, social contracts are not the only conditional rules
for which we should have specialized mechanisms (e.g.,
Tooby and Cosmides, 1989, on threats). Alongside specializations for reasoning about social exchange and threats, the
human cognitive architecture should contain computational
machinery specialized for managing hazards that causes
good violation detection on precautionary rules. A system
well designcd for reasoning about hazards and precautions
should have properties different from one for detecting
cheaters (some of which have been tested for and found;
Fiddick, 1998, 2004; Fiddick, Cosmides, and Tooby, 2000;
Stone et al., 2002).

Precautionary rules are conditional rules that fit the
template, If one b to engage in hazardous achvig H, then one mud
&t precaution R (e.g., ''If you are working with toxic gases,
then you must wear a gas mask"; Fiddick, Cosmides, and
Tooby, 2000; Stone et al., 2002). Being able to detect when
someone is in danger from having violated a precautionary
rule is of obvious adaptive value. Tests with the Wason task
show that precautionary rules strongly elicit the search for
potential violators: subjects look for people who have
engaged in the hazardous activity without taking the appropriate precaution (e.g., the "worked with toxic gases" card
(P)and the "did not wear gas mask" card (not-Q)).
L i e social contracts, precautionary rules are conditional,
deontic, involve subjective utilities, and have the same
pragmatic implications for Wason tasks (see table 93.2).
Moreover, people are as good at detecting violators of precautionary rules as they are at detecting cheaters on social
contracts. This has led some to conclude that reasoning
about social contracts and precautions is caused by a single
more general mechanism (e.g., general to permissions or
to deontic rules involving subjective utilities; Manktelow and
Over, 1988, 1990, 1991; Cheng and Holyoak, 1989;
Sperber, Cara, and Girotto, 1995).

ONEMECHA.NXSM
OR TWO? If reasoning about social
tracts and precautions is caused by a single mechanism,
neurological damage to this mechanism should lower
formance on both rules. But if reasoning about these
domains is caused by two hnctionally distinct mechani
then it is possible for social contract algorithms to
damaged whiie leaving precautionary mechan
unimpaired, and vice versa.
Stone and colleagues (2002) developed a battery of
tasks that tested social contracts, precautionary rules,
descriptive rules. The social contracts and precautio
rules elicited equally high levels of violation detection
normal subjects (who got 70% and 71% correct, res
tively). For each subject, a difference score was calculated
percent correct for precautions minus percent correc
for social contracts. For normal subjects, these different
scores were close to zero (mean = 1.2 percentage poin
SD = 11.5).
Stone and colleagues (2002) administered this battery
Wason tasks to R.M., a patient with bilateral damage to his
medial orbitofrontal cortex and anterior temporal cortex
(which had disconnected both amygdalae). R.M.'s performance on the precaution problems was 70% correct:
equivalent to that of the normal controls. In contrast, his
performance on the social contract problems was only 39%
correct. Whereas the average difference score for control
subjects was 1.2, R.M.'s difference score (precaution minus
social contract) was 31 percentage points. This is 2.7 SD
larger than the control mean (P< 0.005).

Double diisociations are helpful in ruling out differences
in task difficulty as a counterexplanation for a given dissociation (Shallice, 1988), but here the tasks were perfectly
matched for difficulty. The social contracts and precautionary rules given to R.M. were logically identical, posed
identical task demands, and were equally difficult for
normal subjects. Moreover, because the performance of
the normal controls was not at ceding, ceiling effects
could not be masking real differences in the difficulty of the
two sets of problems. In this case, a single dissociation is
telling.
R.M.'s dissociation supports the hypothesis that reasoning
about social exchange is caused by a different computational
system than reasoning about precautionary rules-a twomechanism account.
Although tests of this kind cannot conclusively establish
the anatomical location of a mechanism, tests with other
patients suggest that amygdalar disconnection was important in creating this selective deficit.*
ELIMINATING
ONEMECHANISM
HYPOTHESES
(BGB8; B1-B4)
Every alternative explanation of cheater detection proposed
so far claims that reasoning about social contracts and precautions is caused by the same computational system. R.M.'s
dissociation is inconsistent with these one-mechanism
accounts. These include mental logic (Rips, 1994), mental
models (Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991), decision
theory/optimal data selection (Kirby, 1994; Oaksford
and Chater, 1994), permission schema theory (Cheng and
Holyoak, 1989), relevance theory (Sperber, Cara, and
Girotto, 19953), and Manktelow and Over's (1991) view
implicating a system that is general to any deontic rule that
involves subjective utilities.
Indeed, no other reasoning theory even distinguishes
between precautions and social contract rules; the distinction is derived from evolutionary-functional analyses, and
is purely in terms of content. These results indicate the
presence of a very narrow, content-based cognitive
specialization within human reasoning.

The deuelopment of social contract reasoning
The evidence strongly supports the claim that reasoning
about social exchange is caused by computational machinery that is specialized for this function in adults: in other
words, social contract algorithms. But how was this computational specialization produced? Do humans have domainspecific mechanisms that are designed to cause the
development of social contract algorithms? Or are they
the outcome of a domain-general learning process?
PRECOCIOUS
DEVELOPMENT
OF CHEATER
DETECTIONChildren understand what counts as cheating on a social con-

tract by age 3 (Harris and Nliiiez, 1996; Nitfiez and Harris,
1998b; Harris, Niifiez, and Brett, 2001). This has been
shown repeatedly in experiments by Harris and Nlifiez using
an evaluation task, in which the child must identift the
picture in which a character is violating the rule. For social
contracts, British 3-year-olds chose the correct picture
72%439/0 of the time and 4-year-olds chose correctly
77 %-loo% of the time (Harris and Nlifiez, 1996; Nuiiez
and Harris, 1998a; Harris, Niifiez, and Brett, 2001). The
same effects were found for preschoolers from the United
Kingdom, Colombia, and [with minor qualifications) from
rural Nepal.
The performance of the preschoolers was adult-like in
other ways. Like adults, the preschoolers did well whether
the social contract was familiar or unfamiliar, and understood that taking the benefit was conditional on meeting the
requirement. Also like adults, intentionality mattered to the
children: intentional violations were viewed as "naughty" far
more often than accidental ones (80% vs. 10% by age 4; 65%
vs. 17% at age 3; N ~ e and
z Harris, 1998a). Moreover, the
children tested by Harris and Ndiiez (1996)showed the same
dissociation between social contract and descriptive rules as
adults: 34year-olds chose the correct violation condition
only 40% of the time for descriptive rules but 72%-83%
of the time for social contracts. By age 5, children could
solve the full array, four-card Wason task when the
conditional rule expressed a social contract (Nuiiez and
Harris, 1998b).
CROSS-CULTURAL
INVARIANCES
AND DISSOCIATIONS
The
ESS concept carries predictions about development.
Because detecting cheaters is necessary for social exchange
to maintain itself in an evolving species-to be an ESS
( D 4 b i t s development should be buffered against cultural
variation. The hypothesis that socid exchange reasoning
is caused by an evolved specialization therefore predicts
that cheater detection will be found in all human cultures.
In contrast, the development of ESS-irrelevant aspects of
Wason performance are under no selection to be uniform
across cultures.
Sugiyama, Tooby, and Cosmides (2002) tested this prediction among the Shiwiar, a hunter-horticultural population in a remote part of the Ecuadorian Amazon. Good
cheater detection had already been established in the United
States, Europe, Hong Kong, and Japan. But adults in
advanced market economies engage in more trade,
especially with strangers, than people who hunt and garden
in remote parts of the Amazon. Anonymity facilitiates cheating; markets increase the volume of transactions experienced by each individual. If no evolved specialization is
involved-that is, if the mechanism is induced through
repeated experience with cheating-then it may not be
found outside the industrialized world.

FIGURE93.6 Performance of Shiwiar hunter-horticulturalistsand
Harvard undergraduates on standard and switched social contracts.
Graphed is the percentage of subjects choosing each card. There
was no difference between the two populations in their choice of
cheater-relevant cards (beneJit accepted, ~equiremmtnot sati.$ed). They
differed only in their choice of cheater-irrelevant cards (Shiwiar
showing some interest in cards that could reveal acts of generosity
or fair play). Shirviar high performance on cheater-relevant cards

is not caused by indiscriminate interest in all cards. Holding logical
category constant, Shiwiar always chose a card more frequently
when it was relevant to cheater detection than when it was not.
This can be shown by comparing performance on standard versus
switched social contracts. (For example, the P card is cheater relevant for a standard social contract but not for a switched one; see
figure 93.4.)

The Shiwiar live in a culture as different from that of
Western subjects as any remaining on the planet. Yet the
Shiwiar were just as good at detecting cheaters on Wason
tasks (figure 93.6). For cheater-relevant cards, the performance of Shiwiar hunter-horticulturalists was identical to
that of Harvard undergraduates. Shiwiar differed only
in that they were slightly more likely to show interest in
cheater-irrelevant cards, the ones that could reveal acts of
generosity.
The Shiwiar results suggest that the brain mechanism
responsible for cheater detection reliably develops even in
disparate cultural contexts-just what one would expect of
a universal feature of human nature. There was no dissociation between cultures in the parts of the mechanism
necessary to its performing its evolved function. The only
"cultural dissociation" was in ESS-irrelevant aspects of
performance.

purpose cognitive absities trained by culturally specificactivities. Such domain-general accounts rely on experience,
familiarity, and repetition as explanatory variables. But the
counterhypothesis that social exchange reasoning developed
through some form of domain-general learning runs into
a series of dimculties:

Conclusion: Does domain-general learning build this
computational specialization?
Reasoning about social exchange narrowly dissociates from
other forms of reasoning, both cognitively and neurally. It
displays design features specially tailored to fit the computational requirements necessary to produce an evolutionarily
stable form of conditional helping (as opposed to the many
kinds of helping that are culturally encouraged).
However, many psychologists believe that high-level
cognitive competences like this emerge from general-

1. There is no evidence that familiarity, experience, or rep
etition improves conditional reasoning in any domain.
2. Neither experience with type of rule nor familiarity
with specific rules accounts for which reasoning skills develop
and which do not. For example, humans do not appear to
develop the ability to reason wen about large classes of rules
with which they have far more experience than they do with
social exchanges. We know this because social exchanges are
a small subset of (for example) conditional rules, deontic
rules, and permission rules; so, by class inclusion, humans
necessarily have far more experience with these more
general domains of rules (caption, figure 93.5). It was on this
basis that Cheng and Holyoak (1985, 1989) argued that
domain-general inductive processes should produce the
more abstract and inclusive permission schema rather than
social contract algorithms. Yet careful tests show that the
permission schema does not exist, nor any of the other more
inclusive competences that this view predicts.
3. Preschoolers have a limited base of experience, yet in
reasoning about social exchange, they show virtually all the
features of special design that adults do. It is difficult to
understand why a domain-general learning process would
cause the early and uniform acquisition of reasoning in

this domain yet fail to do so for others (Cosmides and
Tooby, 1997).
1. Culture is often invoked as a schema-building factor.
Yet, despite a massive difference in experience with trade
and cheating, there was no difference between Shiwiar and
American adults in cheater detection.
5. That people are good at detecting intentional cheating
but not accidental mistakes is a prediction of the evolutionary task analysis of exchange. It is specifically the detection
of intentional cheaters that makes contingent exchange
evolutionarily stable against exploitation by cheaters (i.e., an
ESS). In contrast, nonevolutionary theories of the origin of
social exchange reasoning should predict good violation
detection regardless of cause. A single inference procedure
that scrutinizes cases in which the benefit was accepted and
the requirement was not met indiscriminately reveals
both accidental and intentional violations. Both represent
damagr to personal utility, both are useful to know, and
both require detection if the participant is to get what she
wants and is entitled to. From a pragmatic, utility-based perspective, it represents a strange addition to the competence
to have the ordinarily deployed procedure inactive when
there is evidence that the mistake would not have been
intentional.
6. Similarly, it is not clear how or why domain-general
learning would cause a cultural dissociation in the ESS irrelevant aspects of Wason-based social exchange reasoning: but
not in the ESS-relevant aspects of cheater detection.
In contrast, the hypothesis that social contract algorithms
were built by a developmental process designed for that function neatly accounts for all the developmental facts: that
cheater detection develops invariantly across widely divergent cultures (whereas other aspects dissociate); that social
exchange reasoning and cheater detection develop precocially; that they operate smoothly regardless of experience
and familiarity; that they detect cheating and not other kinds
of violations; that the developmental process results in a
social contract specialization rather than one for more
inclusive classes such as permissions.
The simplest, most parsimonious explanation that can
account for all the results-developmental, neuropsychologicd, and cognitive-is that social contract algorithms are a
reliably developing component of a universal human nature,
designed by natural selection to produce an evolutionarily
stable strategy for conditional helping
NOTES

1. Cheng and Holyoak (1985) also propose an obhgation
schema, but for most rules tested (especially social contracts), this
leads to the same predictions as the permission schema (see Cosmides, 1989).
2. Stone and colleagues tested two other patients with overlapping but differentpatterns of brain damage. R.B. had more exten-

sive bilateral orbitofrontal damage than R.M., but his right temporal pole was largely spared (thus he did not have bilateral disconnection of the amygdalae): his scores were 85% correct for
precautions and 83% correct for social contracts. B.G. had extensive bilateral temporal pole damage compromising (though not severing) input into both amygdalae, but his orbitofmntal cortex was
completely spared: he scored 100% on both sets of problems.
3. For a full account of the problems relevance theory has
explaining social contract reasoning, see Fiddick and colleagues
(2000).
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